South Gloucestershire Council Response to the Inspector’s questions

13/1/2017

The following responses have been prepared by the Council in response to the Inspector’s questions.
Issue 1: In light of the acknowledged shortfall in the Council’s 5 year housing land supply when measured against the
requirement in the Core Strategy, can the PSPP be ‘sound’ in the absence of non-strategic housing allocations?
Question

1a) The Council decided to alter the scope of the PSPP to exclude non-strategic housing allocations. Is there anything
either in law or in policy that would prevent it doing this?

Doc. Ref.

General

Council
Response

1a) No, the Council does not consider there is anything in law or policy that would prevent it from changing the scope of
the plan. The Purpose and Scope of the PSP Plan Topic Paper (Examination library ref: OS2) explains why the Council has
taken this approach to reflect the change in circumstances.
As is confirmed in the Statement of Compliance (OS: 7), the submitted plan has been prepared in accordance with the
Local Plan Delivery Programmes (the Local Development Scheme for South Gloucestershire) and having regard to the
adopted Core Strategy and national policy. It has been consulted upon and subject to sustainability appraisal, in
accordance with the legislative requirements.

Question

1b) The Council has stated that if the PSPP must make housing allocations in order to be found sound, it will withdraw it
from the examination. Is there anything either in law or in policy to prevent it doing this? If not, would there be any
positive consequences of the withdrawal of the plan?

Doc. Ref.

General

Council
Response

1b) No, there is nothing in law or policy that would prevent the Council from withdrawing the plan. Section 22 of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 provides that a local planning authority may withdraw a local development
document at any time before it is adopted. The Council has listed the reasons why it is not including additional housing
allocations within this plan at paragraph 8.3 of Purpose and Scope of the PSP Plan Topic Paper (Examination Library ref:
OS2).
The Council does not consider withdrawing the plan would have positive consequences. Specifically, it will not assist with
the preparation of other development plan documents, as these are already underway. On the 12th December 2016 South
Gloucestershire councils Policy and Resource Committee agreed to release for public consultation the first documents
prepared for the new South Gloucestershire Local Plan, the “Prospectus Document” and supporting evidence. The
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Committee report and appendices, including the timetable for the new Local Plan has been provided to this Examination,
adoption is scheduled for early 2019. The Council is working to progress the Joint Spatial Plan and the new Local Plan, with
consultation on the new Local Plan Prospectus Document having started on the 12 th January 2017 (a copy of which has
been provided to this Examination). In paragraph 41 of the Oxted Residential Judgment (Examination Library ref: E1), the
Court of Appeal expressly endorsed the examining inspector’s dismissal of similar arguments, noting that even where the
role of that development plan was limited, its updated policies would still be useful.
The Government places considerable emphasis on the importance of having an up-to-date development plan, and the
Council has set out some of the key benefits of bringing forward this plan at paragraph 8.6 of the Purpose and Scope of the
PSP Plan Topic Paper (Examination library ref: OS2):
8.6 Abandoning the Plan was rejected as an option, as the Council considers that there are considerable benefits for
bringing forward the other elements of the plan. These benefits include the following:
- Through bringing forward the PSP Plan the council is not only replacing out of the date development control policies with
updated NPPF compliant Development Management policies, it is also, in line with government policy, bringing forward new
policies and allocations which will provide considerable economic benefits to the area. These include:
o New policy on renewable energy (PSP6 - Onsite Renewable & Low Carbon Energy)
o New policy on Health impacts (PSP9 – Health Impact Assessments)
o New policy on hydrocarbon extraction (including fracking) (PSP25 - Hydrocarbon Extraction (including Fracking))
o New policy on our three Enterprise Areas (PSP26 – Enterprise Areas)
o New policies on internal spaces and accessibility standards and private amenity spaces standards (PSP37 – Internal
Spaces and Accessibility Standards for Dwellings)
o New policy on custom (self) build (PSP42 – Custom Build Dwellings)
o New policy on the Oldbury New Nuclear Build (PSP46 – Oldbury New Nuclear Build (NNB))
o Updated policies and allocations for minerals and safeguarding of minerals (PSP23 – Mineral Safeguarding Areas)
o Updated retail policy areas and the designation of the floorspace to our existing town centres to direct investment (PSP31
– Town Centre Uses)
o Retained and new site allocations for a range of land uses (PSP47 – Site Allocations and Safeguarding)
o New safeguarding for strategic transport infrastructure (PSP13 – Safeguarding Strategic Transport Schemes and
Infrastructure)
o Designations championed and supported by local communities (PSP4 – Designated Local Green Spaces).
- If the PSP Plan is adopted the council intends to incorporate these newly adopted policies into the new Local Plan, which
will assist with its progression through to adoption.
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Question

1c) With specific reference to the Oxted Residential Judgement (Doc. E1), can my assessment of whether the PSPP is
sound take account of matters outside its present scope i.e. the absence of non-strategic housing allocations?

Doc. Ref.

General

Council
Response

1c) No, the Council’s view is that the inspector cannot take account of things outside the present scope of the Plan as
submitted, given the Oxted Residential Judgement (Examination Library Ref: E1) and the position the Council has
explained in the Purpose and Scope of the PSP Plan Topic Paper (Examination library ref: OS2). Paragraph 38 of the Oxted
Residential Judgment states that:
“An inspector conducting an examination must establish the true scope of the development plan document he is
dealing with, and what it is setting out to do. Only then will he be able to properly judge “whether or not, within that
scope and within what it has set out to do”, it is “sound” (section 20(5)(b)).”
Matters outside the scope of the submitted PSP, such as further non-strategic housing allocation, will be dealt with through
the new Local Plan, and will be considered as part of that process (see paragraph 41 of the Oxted Residential Judgment).

Question

2) Some Representors allege that the Council’s decision to ‘delay’ the allocation of non-strategic housing sites to a later
plan is giving rise to piecemeal development in some areas and/or putting the delivery of necessary housing in rural areas
at risk. Whether or not this is the case, would the PSPP as submitted itself perpetuate these problems?

Doc. Ref.

General

Council
Response

2) No, it is the Council’s view that there is nothing in the submitted PSP Plan that would prompt or promote piecemeal
development.
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Issue 2: Would Policies PSP40 (Residential Development in the Countryside) and/or PSP4 (Designated Local Green
Spaces) act to restrict the supply of housing? If so, in light of the acknowledged shortfall in the Council’s 5 year housing
land supply when measured against the requirement in the Core Strategy, is this justified?
Question

3) Would certain provisions of Policy PSP40 act to restrict the supply of housing? If they would, having regard to the Oxted
Residential Judgement (Doc. E1), is it nevertheless justified to include the relevant provisions in the plan?

Doc. Ref.

PSP40

Council
Response

3) Yes, the application of PSP40 could theoretically restrict the supply of housing. However, as paragraphs 44 – 46 of the
Oxted Residential Judgment make clear, the absence of a five year housing land supply does not prevent the adoption of
restrictive policies, providing that they are justified and consistent with national policy, such that they will still serve a
useful and proper function.
The Council does consider that there is real value in bringing forward this policy. Core Strategy CS5 has the positive
objective of supporting sustainable development by directing development in rural areas to existing villages and
settlements as defined by settlement boundaries. The strategic objective of this element of policy CS5 is to promote
thriving, sustainable rural communities (NPPF paragraph 28 and 55). The settlement boundaries also effectively delineate
areas which are considered as open countryside and where development is restricted through CS5, CS34 and PSP40. This
policy objective is therefore primarily one for the protection of the open countryside, and it is considered that the
overarching aim is consistent with the Framework’s aim of conserving and enhancing the natural environment, for example
at paragraph 17 and avoiding isolated new homes in the countryside (NPPF para 55). This approach to locational policy was
supported by the Core Strategy sustainability appraisal process and the Inspector’s Report (paras 63 to 68)
As paragraph 8.32 of the supporting text recognises, the weight to be given to this policy in the absence of a five year
housing land supply is to be determined by the decision-maker in the development control process through the application
of national policy (including paragraphs 14 and 49 of the NPPF) in accordance with the guidance from the Court of Appeal
in Suffolk Coastal District Council v Hopkins Homes. That is the proper forum for considering the impact of the effect of the
current housing shortfall, not least because this policy may well outlive the current shortfall in the housing land supply.
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Question

4a) Would Policy PSP4 act to restrict the supply of housing? If it would, having regard to the Oxted Residential
Judgement, is it nevertheless justified to include it in the plan?

Doc. Ref.

PSP4

Council
Response

4a) No. The criteria used to assess whether to designate a LGS took into account where housing potential might exist, e.g.
a space nominated via a previous “Call for Sites” process, or those spaces where the landowner indicated a desire to have
the space considered for an alternative land use, were not recommended for designation at this time. See document OS4
Local Green Space Designation topic paper Section 4, page 5, paragraph 4.2.
However, even if it would act to restrict the supply of housing, the council considers that the inclusion of this policy is
justified because, in accordance with national policy, it provides the opportunity for local communities to identify green
areas for special protection which are of particular importance to them (NPPF, paragraph 76). The council considers it has
positively prepared this policy and associated designated spaces with local communities who want to designate Local Green
Spaces important to them whilst balancing this with the need for complimentary land uses to ensure sustainable
development can be achieved. It therefore serves a useful and proper function. However, the Council has not included
spaces which might have development potential in the future whilst there remains a shortfall in our 5 Year Housing Land
Supply. This accords with paragraph 76 of the NPPF. Furthermore, as is set out above, it would be open to a subsequent
decision-maker to conclude, through the application of paragraph 49 of the NPPF that the policy is not up-to-date and
should be given less weight in the absence of a five year housing land supply.

Question
Doc. Ref.
Council
Response

4b) In light of the shortfall in the housing land supply, is the designation of Local Green Space justified by reference to
paragraph 76 of the NPPF? This states that identifying land as Local Green Space should be consistent with the local
planning of sustainable development and complement investment in sufficient homes, jobs and other essential services.
PSP4
4b) Yes. Only spaces which cannot contribute to providing additional housing supply have been proposed for designation.
All spaces where the landowner has confirmed they might want to see their site developed, either via representation or
submission to a previous “call for sites” process, have been excluded from being designated at this time. As noted above
and in document GS6: Local Green Space Background Paper, June 2016, paragraph 2.8 and associated table. Criteria
covered aspects such as incompatible planning policy, planning permission, size of space, why it’s demonstrably special to
the community, objections and “call for sites” submissions on the space. Where any aspect was not met the space was not
considered suitable for designation, thus fulfilling NPPF paragraph 76.
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Issue 3: Notwithstanding Issue 2, is Policy PSP4 (Designated Local Green Spaces) based on a robust and consistent
assessment process?
Question

5a) Is the designation of more than 200 Local Green Spaces consistent with paragraph 77 of the NPPF, which states that
the Local Green Space Designation will not be appropriate for most green areas or open space?

Doc. Ref.

PSP4

Council
Response

5a) Yes. 590 spaces were nominated and 357 were not considered appropriate as a LGSD. The number of spaces proposed
for designation needs to be taken in the context of the 47 parishes and large unparished area South Gloucestershire has.
On average this represents each parish having fewer than 5 designated spaces. For further context the Council maintains in
excess of 11,000 open spaces. National and local criteria were used to test each space put forward by the local
communities in South Glos. See GS6 Local Green Space Background Paper, June 2016, paragraph 2.8 and associated table.
Where any criterion was not met the space was not considered suitable for designation. The Council therefore considers it
has fulfilled NPPF paragraph 77.

Question

5b) The assessment criteria for designating Local Green Spaces (Topic Paper Doc. OS4, Appendix 1), do not appear to
allow for a general landowner objection to exclude a site. However, where objections have been made to the nonallocation of a site, the Council has, in a number of cases, responded along the lines of “the landowner objects”.
i) Do all such landowner objections fall within the bounds of assessment Criteria 7 & 8?

Doc. Ref.

PSP4

Council
Response

5bi) No. Criterion 7 states ‘Are there no outstanding objections to the designation (in part or as a whole) which promote
the future development potential or alternative use of the space?’ and criterion 8 states ‘Are there no outstanding
promotions (on part or on the whole of the space) for an alternative use?’ A landowner might have objected contesting the
justification put forward for the space designation (criterion 6 – ‘Has sufficient justification been provided to determine that
the space was of particular significance to the local community?’) or that the land as mapped was incorrect, but may not
necessarily have detailed the future use of the space.
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Question

5bii) Have all landowner objections been dealt with consistently? For example:
• The Council’s response to representations made against the following sites (in Doc. OS4, Appendix 2) indicate that they
have not been designated because a landowner has objected: LGSD059; LGSD170; LGSD176; LGSD182; LGSD192;
LGSD196; LGSD197; LGSD199; LGSD201; LGSD205.
Whereas…
• The Council’s response to representations made against the following sites indicate that they have been designated in
spite of a landowner objection: LGSD001; LGSD172; LGSD233 (in this case, the designation would appear to conflict with
the Council’s response); LGSD273; LGSD275; LGSD277; LGSD318; LGSD320; LGSD437 (this site is not, however, listed in
modified Appendix 2 of the PSPP); LGSD792; LGSD796; LGSD937; LGSD989; LGSD1149; LGSD1158.

Doc. Ref.

PSP4

Council
Response

5bii) The Council considers that it has applied the assessment criteria consistently, particularly with regards to landowner
objections. The criteria used can be found in document GS6 Local Green Space Background Paper, June 2016, Appendix 1
and 2. The NPPG Paragraph: 019 Reference ID: 37-019-20140306 states that: ‘A Local Green Space does not need to be in
public ownership. However, the local planning authority (in the case of local plan making)… should contact landowners at
an early stage about proposals to designate any part of their land as Local Green Space. Landowners will have
opportunities to make representations in respect of proposals in a draft plan.’ Because the council cannot demonstrate a 5
year housing land supply we have considered landowner objections to spaces differently and, in our view, consistently with
the paragraph 76 of the NPPF and guidance in the NPPG. As set out in response to Question 5bi, some landowners’
objections related to insufficient justification or incorrect mapping, but did not state that they have any intent to change
the use of the land. Those spaces which have, as part or whole, been subject to a landowner objection for a change in the
use of the space, which is incompatible with the designation criteria, have therefore been excluded in accordance with
paragraph 76 of the NPPF. In addition, spaces which have been subject to a landowner objection contesting the justification
for the space under other criteria have also been excluded where the Council, on reflection, agreed with that objection. For
example, where we were unclear how the justification for the nominated spaces were any different from any other fields
surrounding the village.
South Gloucestershire Council as landowner has been treated as any other landowner, recognised in GS6: Local Green
Space Background Paper, June 2016, paragraph 2.8 and associated table and Section 3 of OS4: Local Green Space Topic
Paper.
See Appendix 1 for a review of each LGSD queried.
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Question

5c) Where a site has been discounted because it is subject to a ‘call for sites’, or because a landowner has stated that he
has future aspirations for the site, has the likelihood of future development been considered? If not, is this a robust
approach?

Doc. Ref.

PSP4

Council
Response

5c) No the likelihood of future development has not been considered. See document GS6 Local Green Space Background
Paper, June 2016, paragraph 2.8 and associated table, last row and OS4 LGSD Topic Paper Section 4, page 5, paragraph
4.2. It is intended that the new Local Plan will be the appropriate time to assess future development potential and at this
time all those LGS not designated in the PSP Plan will be reconsidered. The Council considers this a robust approach. The
alternative approaches could have been to:
a) Abandon all designations at this time, thereby unnecessarily delaying the protection of the spaces which are suitable in
the context.
b) Undertake a detailed assessment of development potential of all nominated spaces. It is the Council’s view that this
would unnecessarily delay the plan as this exercise will be undertaken through the new Local Plan. Furthermore,
consideration of the development potential for these spaces would have been uncertain without having been undertaken in
the context of a wider analysis of all potential sites.
In considering the alternative approaches the Council believes the most robust approach was taken to ensure that suitable
Local Green Space Designations are adopted and given protection, whilst ensuring spaces promoted for development can
be appropriately assessed through the preparation of the new Local Plan.
It is also important to note that non-designation does not mean it will be subsequently allocated for housing or other any
other alternative land use.

Question
Doc. Ref.
Council
Response

5d) Is the circumstance of map data having not been supplied adequate justification for the inclusion/exclusion of a site or
part of it e.g. in the cases of LGSD1191; LGSD1192; LGSD1193; LGSD1194; LGSD1197; LGSD1199 in Yate?
PSP4
5d) Yes. Where a map was not provided a space was not capable of designation. An accurate map is essential to ensure
the assessment criteria can be applied accurately to the area being nominated as a LGS, this approach has been taken and
communicated throughout the preparation of the Plan.
In the case of the highlighted spaces these are all located in Yate and proposed for designation. South Gloucestershire
Council Planning Policy officers met with Yate Town Council, the nominator, to map the additional areas their formal
representation relates to. This was the only formal representation that proposed extensions to proposed spaces and did not
provide a map detailing the requested new boundaries. The meeting took place on the 10th January 2017, Appendix 3 sets
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out the council’s understanding of the additional areas requested by Yate Town Council. At present, no assessment of these
additions has been undertaken and no affected landowner, including the council’s Property Services team acting as
landowner for the council, have been consulted on these additions. If the Inspector is minded to include these areas
through a main modification to the plan then these actions will need to be undertaken.
Separately, the council has also notified the Inspector of corrections that are needed to some Local Green Spaces. Where
relevant these have been noted on the Local Green Spaces maps included in Appendix 3 for ease of reference.

Issue 4: Are the Policies in the PSPP justified and consistent with National Policy?
Question

6a) Notwithstanding the “practical and viable” caveat in the amended version of the policy, is the requirement for major
greenfield residential developments to reduce C02 emissions by a further 20% justified by viability evidence? Background
Technical Paper OS5 indicates that a budget of up to £3,500 per house was set by the Council for viability testing. Why
was this? Was it part of a wider viability exercise?

Doc. Ref.

PSP6

Council
Response

6a) Yes, the CO2 emissions target is justified by the viability evidence and the £3500 was part of wider viability testing.
Regen SW is an independent not for profit organisation (www.regensw.co.uk) that provides expertise in the field of
sustainable energy solutions to industry, communities and the public sector. Advice was taken from Regen SW (culminating
in background paper OS5) that suggested a budget of approximately £2500 per household was reasonable to deliver a
20% emissions reduction on total energy use (regulated & unregulated) across the development. The paper calculated the
cost of reducing residual carbon emissions by 20 per cent, using standard Ofgem consumption data for all homes in 2015,
and makes allowance for different dwelling types and roof orientation. New build homes will have lower residual emissions
than the 2015 average used, due to improvements to Building Regulations; this means the actual cost of delivering the
policy will be lower.
The paper only considered solar PV as the means to deliver the policy, as it is currently the most cost effective renewables
solution; other potential solutions are possible and the policy is not technology specific. The words ‘practical and viable’ are
considered necessary to allow for, for example, possible instances of flatted development where the roof space may not be
sufficient to allow for the requirement to be met, as well as where other costs and objectives may be prioritised over
renewables where development is viability challenged.
In respect of viability testing, Adams Integra were instructed by the Council in 2012 to support the Council’s CIL setting
process culminating in a final report in April 2014 which can be found at
https://consultations.southglos.gov.uk/consult.ti/CIL_Examination/consultationHome, at the time assuming Code for
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Sustainable Homes level 4. CIL underwent examination in Dec 14. The same methodology was then applied to the Draft
PSP DPD and the subsequent addendum, which now included a specific allowance for renewables.
Specifically, a renewables allowance of £2500-£3500 per dwelling was allowed by the Council in the viability assessment
(April 15) and £3500 per dwelling, reducing to £2500 for 300+ dwelling schemes in the July 16 addendum (recognising
economies of scale), so incorporating a substantial financial buffer for most schemes . The upper quartile BCIS build costs
have also been used (see paragraph 5.1 – July 16, Viability addendum), building in a further financial buffer to most
developments.

Question

6b) What is the justification in the amended policy for requiring the 20% additional reduction in CO 2 emissions from major
greenfield residential developments to be achieved by the use of renewable and/or low carbon energy generation sources
rather than by other means (such as energy efficient design) if this would achieve the same ends?

Doc. Ref.

PSP6

Council
Response

6b) See paragraph 3.50 of the PSP Plan. Put simply, the Deregulation Bill deleted provisions for LPAs to be able to set a
target for energy efficiency over and above building regulations (however, this part of the act (Section 43) is yet to be
enacted). Once enacted, Councils will only be able to encourage such measures.
The links below set out in more detail the current legislative position:
https://www.regensw.co.uk/news/can-local-authorities-set-energy-requirements-in-their-local-plans-20-september-2016
https://www.regensw.co.uk/Handlers/Download.ashx?IDMF=d1a8a7b7-3840-4ea5-9297-ce4b7ed35bba
As the requirement is for a further percentage reduction in carbon emissions, through use of renewable and or low carbon
energy generation, any further measures (as encouraged by part 1 of the policy’s hierarchy) to minimise energy
requirements / CO2 emissions through energy efficiency measures would reduce the required consequent amount of
mitigation through renewable and / or low carbon technology. Therefore, developers are likely to first seek to reduce
carbon emissions through energy efficiency measures, in order to reduce the amount of renewables needed to meet the 20
per cent onsite reduction, where it is cost effective to do so.
The Council recognises that the extent to which the policy encourages developers to utilise renewables as opposed to
improve energy efficiency depends on the comparative costs; but would argue in any case that this outcome is better than
a policy at risk of being made obsolete if and when Section 43 of the Deregulation Act 2015 is enacted, or an
‘encouragement’ only policy that is likely to have limited effect, or no policy at all.
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Rationale for including policy that reduces carbon in the local plan:
Section 19(1A) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 states that: “Development plan documents must (taken
as a whole) include policies designed to secure that the development and use of land in the local planning authority’s area
contribute to the mitigation of, and adaptation to climate change.”
The NPPF expands on this duty, stating that “local planning authorities should adopt proactive strategies to mitigate and
adapt to climate change (In line with the objectives and provisions of the Climate Change Act 2008).” The primary duty of
the Climate Change Act 2008 is “to ensure that the net UK carbon account for the year 2050 is at least 80% lower than the
1990 baseline.” (Part 1, Schedule 1).
Due to these legal obligations, policies within a local plan are required to have a positive impact on reducing carbon within
the area. Furthermore, the homes we build today will still be in use in 2050 when all our housing stock must be almost zero
carbon.
Due to the Deregulation Act, there is currently a lack of other policy options supported by national policy direction; in the
absence of other policy levers being available, this policy will play a small but useful part in the vital role of reducing carbon
emissions from new homes in South Gloucestershire.
An onsite renewable energy requirement can have the additional benefit of boosting the local economy, as housing
developers often use local companies to deliver renewable energy requirements; the same tends not to be true of energy
efficiency measures.

Question

Doc. Ref.

6c) Are the matters covered by the policy sufficiently self-explanatory than no more detailed explanation is required in the
supporting text to make the policy effective? For example, is it clear what “energy reduction/efficiency measures”; or
“micro renewables” are? Is it clear from what base the further 20% reduction in CO2 emissions from major greenfield sites
should be measured?
PSP6

Council
Response

6c) The Council is content that such terminology is well understood within the industry. However, the following definitions
could be included in the glossary for clarity:
Micro renewables are small scale, environmentally-friendly methods of producing heat and power in domestic
settings utilising technologies such as solar panels, small scale wind turbines and heat pumps.
Low-carbon power comes from processes or technologies that, produce power with substantially lower amounts of
carbon dioxide emissions than is emitted from conventional fossil fuel power generation.
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Energy reduction/efficiency measures are any type of technology implemented to reduce the consumption of
energy in a building, such as installation of double or triple glazing, modern insulation using advanced building foam
and LED lighting.
The intent is that the ‘base’ for part 3 of the policy is total residual energy consumption. The following amendment is
therefore suggested:
New paragraphs:
3.51a For clarity, the baseline against which development will be required to reduce CO2 emissions by at least
20 per cent is total residual energy consumption, which includes regulated energy use (space heating, hot
water, lighting and ventilation) and unregulated energy use (appliances and cooking).
3.51b To calculate total residual energy consumption, developers should:
1. set out the projected annual energy demands for heat and power from the proposed development
against the appropriate baseline (the current enacted version of Part L of the Building
Regulations (at time of full planning or relevant reserved matters approval))
2. reduce this projected annual energy demand further by calculating the additional impact of any
further energy reduction and energy efficiency measures incorporated in their design (to meet
part 1 of the policy’s energy hierarchy). This will give a figure for total residual energy
consumption.
3.51c Developers should then demonstrate how they have calculated that the onsite renewable/low carbon
measures they propose will generate sufficient carbon savings to offset 20 per cent of the total residual
energy consumption.

Question

7a) Is this policy justified? What is the basis/evidence for including this policy in the plan? Does it, for example, seek to
respond to a specific identified problem? What will the policy achieve that could not be achieved through decision-taking
by reference to Section 8 of the NPPF, or, for example, PSPP Policies 8, 21 and 44?

Doc. Ref.

PSP9

Council
Response

7a) As stated in the response to the objectors: ‘NPPF section 8 promotes 'healthy communities'. HIA is a tool [as distinct
from EIA or SA] that assists in the identification of particular issues, in a specific location, taking account of different
population sub-groups and consider what changes / actions are needed at a local level to maximize health benefits and
reduce health inequalities. It thus 'fine tunes' otherwise generic objectives as set out in the NPPF and other planning policy,
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potentially leading to better more holistic outcomes and savings through the planning, construction and lifetime of the
development’.
Inequalities in the health of the population is recognised as a national crisis. Improving the health of communities is no-less
a concern in South Gloucestershire as anywhere else (see text below). Health & wellbeing has not traditionally been
integral to the plan and application decision making processes. However, there is strong evidence (see below) linking
health and well-being outcomes with the quality of the built and natural environments, over which the planning system has
great influence. Hence it is now recognised as a core planning principle (NPPF paragraph 17).
Evidence Review: Spatial Determinants of Health in Urban Settings
WHO Collaborating Centre for Healthy Urban Environments, University of the West of England, Bristol – refers to numerous
studies re health and built environment impacts. http://www.architecturecentre.co.uk/assets/files/Evidencebriefings/Spatial%20Determinants%20of%20Health%20in%20Urban%20Settings%20Briefing%20P1%20Overview.pdf
South Gloucestershire JSNA – Environment, Transport & Built Environment section (see references)
http://edocs.southglos.gov.uk/completejsna/pages/wider-determinants/environment-transport-and-built-environment/
As set out above and paragraph 4.15 of the PSP Plan and distinct from policies 8, 21 & 44) HIA includes consideration of
the social, psychological and physical impacts of development on different groups. Community participation is also
considered a major component of the HIA process (unlike EIA & SA). HIAs thus consider development proposals through
the lens of health, so cuts across and draws together health impacts and mitigations by providing a structured framework
of assessment, in so doing improving communication between agencies, developers and communities. HIA is also now
recognised as a ‘useful tool’ in the NPPG (see below).
In other words, a Health Impact Assessment (HIA) aims to predict the health implications on a population of implementing
a plan, policy, programme or project, and in so doing aid decision-making. HIA should highlight the potential positive
aspects of a proposal through assessment while avoiding or minimising any negative impacts, with particular emphasis on
disadvantaged sections of communities that might be affected. It has been defined as:
“A structured method for assessing and improving the health consequences of projects and policies in the non-health
sector. It is a multidisciplinary process combining a range of qualitative and quantitative evidence in a decision making
framework”.
Karen Lock. British Medical Journal, 320, pp. 1395-1398 (2000).
HIAs are recognised in the NPPG. Paragraph: 004 Reference ID: 53-004-20140306 states:
How should health and well-being and health infrastructure be considered in planning decision making?
Local authority planners should consider consulting the Director of Public Health on any planning applications (including at
the pre-application stage) that are likely to have a significant impact on the health and wellbeing of the local population or
particular groups within it. This would allow them to work together on any necessary mitigation measures. A health impact
assessment may be a useful tool to use where there are expected to be significant impacts. Similarly, the views of the local
Clinical Commissioning Group and NHS England should be sought regarding the impact of new development which would
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have a significant or cumulatively significant effect on health infrastructure and/or the demand for healthcare services.
Information gathered from this engagement should assist local planning authorities consider whether the identified
impact(s) should be addressed through a Section 106 obligation or a planning condition. These need to meet the criteria for
planning obligations. Alternatively, local planning authorities may decide the identified need could be funded through the
Community Infrastructure Levy.
Revision date: 06 03 2014
http://planningguidance.communities.gov.uk/blog/guidance/health-and-wellbeing/what-is-the-role-of-health-andwellbeing-in-planning/
In terms of South Gloucestershire the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (2016) discusses the impacts of Environment,
Transport & Built Environment on health (pg81-101) and the Executive Summary (pg5-6)
(http://edocs.southglos.gov.uk/completejsna/pages/summary/), summarises local health issues as:
Health outcomes are consistently worse in deprived areas, with premature mortality and lung cancer rates almost twice as
high in the 20% least affluent areas compared to the 20% most affluent. Outcomes are also consistently worse in Priority
Neighbourhoods.
Changes over time
Examination of the Public Health Outcomes Framework and Child Health Profiles has identified key trends in the health of
South Gloucestershire over time.
Improved over time
The majority of child and adult health indicators have improved over time. Key improvements include:
•
Infant mortality rates have almost halved in the last decade.
•
Year on year reduction in deaths from causes considered preventable, with rates falling by 25% over the last decade.
•
Reduction over the last decade in the rate of premature deaths in those under the age of 75, including a 45%
reduction in cardiovascular disease and a 16% reduction in cancer.
•
Increase in life expectancy in for both males and female – with an increase of 2.5 years for both men and women
over the last decade.
•
A significant decline in many of the risk factors adversely affecting health including smoking, teenage conceptions,
breastfeeding and violence.
Little change over time
•
Over the last decade there has been little change in the gap in inequalities in life expectancy in men between the
10% most deprived and 10% least deprived. Earlier in the decade the gap slightly narrowed but in recent years the
gap has widened.
•
Mortality rates from liver disease, excess winter deaths and hospital admissions for hip fractures in the over 65’s
have remain unchanged for several years.
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•
•
•
•

Despite earlier declines, in recent years there has been little change in mortality rates in the under 75’s from
cardiovascular diseases and deaths from cancer considered preventable.
Although much lower than the national average, levels of poverty in children aged under 20 have been static for the
last 8 years.
Little change in the rate of people killed or seriously injured on England’s roads and childhood injuries for those aged
0-14 although rates are consistently better than England.
Limited change in the rate of childhood obesity although there are signs of recent improvement in year 6 children.

Indication of worsening trends
•
There has been a trend towards an increasing gap in inequalities in life expectancy between the 10% most deprived
and 10% least deprived for women over the last decade.
•
Over the last decade, rates of suicide have gradually risen in South Gloucestershire – historically they were
significantly lower than England. Now rates are similar.
•
There is some indication of an increasing premature mortality rate due to respiratory disease in recent years.
•
The rate of recorded diabetes has increased consistently over recent years.
•
An increasing numbers of people are diagnosed with preventable sight loss from conditions such as age related
macular degeneration.
•
In children, there has been an increase in hospital admissions for self-harm and mental health conditions in recent
years.
The South Gloucestershire JSNA contains a chapter which highlights the effects of the built environment on health.
It is widely accepted that the environment in which people live affects their health both directly, for example through air
pollution and also indirectly through its impact on behaviour, for example facilitating active travel to encourage physical
activity. The concept of ‘place’ is increasingly being recognised as essential for people’s health and wellbeing, together with
the recognition that the neighbourhoods which are currently being planned and constructed, will have an impact on the
health of future generations.
Creating a physical environment in which people can lead healthier lives is a hugely significant factor in reducing health
inequalities (Marmot 2010)
http://edocs.southglos.gov.uk/completejsna/pages/wider-determinants/environment-transport-and-built-environment/
Other Councils have also adopted similar policies:
Bristol City Site Allocations & Development Management Policies (July 2014) Policy DM14: The Health Impacts of
Development (pg29).

https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/34540/BD5605%20Site%20Allocations_MAIN_text%20V8_0.pdf/46c75ec0-634e-4f78-a00f7f6c3cb68398
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North Somerset Core Strategy (2012) Policy CS26: Supporting healthy living and the provision of health care facilities
(pg100).
https://www.n-somerset.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/adopted-Core-Strategy.pdf
The London Plan (March 2016) Policy 3.2 Improving health and addressing health inequalities
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/current-london-plan/london-plan-chapter-3/policy-32improving-health
Southampton Core Strategy Development Plan Document (Adopted Jan 2010 - March 2015 Review) Policy CS10 – A
Healthy City (pg48).
http://www.southampton.gov.uk/policies/Amended-Core-Strategy-inc-CSPR-%20Final-13-03-2015_tcm63-371354.pdf
The Planning Inspectors comments can be found at para 4.74 the EiP Report at:
http://www.southampton.gov.uk/policies/091019%20Core%20Strategy%20%20Examination%20Final%20Report%20Oct%202009_tcm63-372684.pdf

Question

7b) If the policy is justified, will the policy be effective in its purpose? Paragraphs 72 – 78 of the NPPF relate primarily to
the role of local authorities and plan-making in ensuring such things as access to schooling; open space & recreation; and
public rights of way etc. Is it possible to address such matters at the level of the individual planning application?

Doc. Ref.

PSP9

Council
Response

7b) Whilst paragraphs 72-78 of the NPPF ensure certain aspects of plan making which are relevant to health, the use of
HIA goes beyond this. HIA encourages consideration of a wider range of health determinants and the different populations
who may be affected. HIA also increases the health-awareness of those involved in decision-making and can result in
better co-operation across agencies (health professionals, planners, developers, communities, etc). A HIA is also a means
by which developers may: demonstrate the positive benefits of proposals, increase community support, reduce local
opposition and thereby help speed up the development process.
Paragraph 171 of the NPPF states that: Local planning authorities should work with public health leads and health
organisations to understand and take account of the health status and needs of the local population (such as for sports,
recreation and places of worship), including expected future changes, and any information about relevant barriers to
improving health and well-being. The Council is engaged with public health leads and health organisations through its plan
making process. Evidence for plan making is however required to be proportionate to the stage reached. HIA is not a
prerequisite of plan making, such as Sustainability Appraisal, Equalities Impact Assessment, Strategic Flood Risk
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Assessment and Infrastructure Delivery Plan etc. Plan making is more concerned with assessing reasonable alternatives
and prospects of delivery as opposed to detailed consideration of proposals and potential outcomes.
The NPPG thus recognises that HIA is a useful tool at planning application stage. This is because HIA is a useful tool in
assisting shaping and refining key development principles and details of planning applications and should be carried out as
part of public consultation requirements. Hence, the Council is keen to ensure that liaison with Public Health and health &
wellbeing objectives is embedded not only in the plan making process but also detailed planning application and
development process. Implementation of the policy will thus, in the first instance be effective in continuing to improve
engagement between agencies and private sector partners.
In the second instance, at the local level, the policy / HIA tool will assist in identifying the potential impacts of
development on particular communities and particular groups within communities and if carried out effectively provide
inputs / objectives and solutions that can be taken on board through the formulation of planning applications and carried
forward into the construction stage and beyond. For example, in identifying (at the local level) short, medium and longterm mitigations such as beneficial changes to consultation processes, changes to construction phasing and practices,
amendments to master planning to mitigate adjoining sources of pollution, additional emphasis on particular housing
sectors and house types, review of land-uses, identification of new and improvements to key foot and cycle connections
and routes, review of triggers for certain infrastructure requirements, tailoring standard POS requirements to meet the
needs of specific local groups and support for community integration and support initiatives etc. Certainly, there is a
heightened risk that ‘health’ issues remain subordinate or are not be addressed amongst competing priorities if the policy is
not adopted.
As stated in paragraph 4.16 of the PSP Plan, HIAs should be proportionate to the size and impact of the development (see
box below). Most residential and mixed-use schemes including major new neighbourhoods will only require a Desktop or
Rapid HIA. Only the very largest schemes, such as the potential new nuclear build at Oldbury are likely to be expected to
undertake a full HIA. It is thus proposed that a further modification is included in paragraph 4.16:
…For Very Major Development Proposals (see above), applicants should consult the Director of Public Health at
pre-application stage to ascertain a view as to what level of HIA is considered appropriate.
There are 3 basic types of HIA, as described in the table below. It is thus intended that such information will be provided in
a Planning Advisory Note:
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Desktop
HIA

Desk top exercise
Reliant on information
already known
Minimum quantification
Limited consultation

Usually a desktop exercise. Unlikely to involve much data gathering or
literature review. The output will list the intermediate factors and their
likely impacts with minimal quantification. The conclusion should state
whether the net impact of the proposal is likely to be positive or negative.
A scoping meeting may well provide all the information needed to
complete this task. Depending on the size of the proposal a rapid appraisal
may take as little as one hour or as much as one day.

Rapid
HIA

Limited literature search.
Reliant on routine data,
quantified where possible.
Participation of stakeholders

Will involve looking for relevant literature and examining routinely
collected data. It will probably require a scoping meeting, stakeholder
workshop and follow up meeting to finalise outputs and recommendations.

Full HIA

Extensive literature search.
Secondary analysis of
existing data and collection
of new data Extensive
quantification. Full
participation of stakeholders

This is a major exercise, which is likely to require a considerable
investment of resource and involve specialised research staff.

Examples of HIAs and outcomes can be found at:
Finningley Airport & Alconbury HIAs - http://www.who.int/hia/evidence/evidence2/en/
Cranbrook, Devon - http://www.devonhealthandwellbeing.org.uk/library/hia/
Wales Health Impact Support Unit, http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sites3/page.cfm?orgid=522&pid=50570
Plugging Health into Planning (LGA 2011) also provides other examples and lessons learnt:
http://www.idea.gov.uk/idk/aio/28692849
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Question

7c) How will the policy be usefully applied to sites which are already allocated for development either in the Core Strategy
or PSPP?

Doc. Ref.

PSP9

Council
Response

7c) Within South Gloucestershire, Health Impact Assessments have already been carried out for the Core Strategy
strategic sites; North Yate, Cribbs Patchway and East of Harry Stoke new neighbourhoods. These were a collaboration
between the University of Western England and SGC Planning and Public Health, involving internal staff from a wide range
of disciplines. These HIAs were carried out as a trial into the technique and took place at the different stages of the
masterplan process (Cribbs Patchway & East of Harry Stoke at master planning stage, North Yate NN at Design Code
Stage). The HIAs were formulated as a proactive attempt to introduce a “rapid-HIA” approach to health assessments of
larger sites. The decision was made to undertake HIAs at these stages so that there was a different level of detail to
consider but it was still possible to influence the design of the masterplan and codes so that health and wellbeing could be
embedded. It was also necessary to consider what could reasonably be achieved with the staff and time resources
available.
In advance of each HIA workshop, the Public Health team prepared a health and wellbeing profile of residents in the areas
surrounding the proposed development. Data from the Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA), census and other sources
was analysed, to better understand the demographics and health and social challenges that existing and future residents
may face.
Participants at the workshops discussed potential health effects of the proposed development in terms of both addressing
existing health needs and contributing positively to health and wellbeing. A wide range of health impacts were considered
and participants were organised so to allow different perspectives of the same issue. The aim was to improve joint working,
reach a compromise between competing professional objectives and so assist inform Development Management Officers in
advance of further discussions with developers, to streamline future negotiations and in so doing improve health outcomes.
Following the workshop the possible impacts of the development on health were collated, and a report produced in order to
feed the results into the master planning and design coding processes.
Feedback from the Lead Planners indicates that the results continue to influence subsequent discussions with developers.
Two of the applications have yet to be determined. The following lessons were learnt:
1. The HIA will carry more weight into negotiations and discussions if undertaken with community and developer
partner participation.
2. Developer partners should be given an opportunity to present the positive health aspects of proposed schemes.
3. The HIA exercise is useful in reminding all participants of the wider long-term objectives of development that can
often be lost in day-to-day viability and technical issues.
4. In facilitating workshops, consideration is required around clear responses to cynicism with regard what is
achievable and duplication of other processes and policies.
5. Reporting should include local health issues by way of introduction.
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6. Follow-up is required by Public Health and community representatives to understand how conclusions of the HIA are
being taken on board and embedded into a development scheme.
http://www.healthycitystoke.co.uk/upload/docs/3.5%20Health%20proofing%20masterplan%20designs%20a%20guide%20-%20FINAL%20%2021%20MARCH%202010%20v1%201.pdf

Question

8a) Is the inclusion of maximum car parking standards for non-residential development justified and consistent with
national policy, particularly in light of the Ministerial Statement dated 25 March 2015 (Doc. E2)?

Doc. Ref.

PSP16

Council
Response

8a) Yes, the council considered the inclusion of maximum car parking standards for non-residential development justified
and consistent with national policy.
The maximum parking standards for non-residential uses were formed as part of a set of measures to encourage
sustainable travel, whether that is to reduce the need to travel, change mode to walking, cycling or public transport, or
encourage more efficient use through car sharing. This is in the light of the strategic highway network which is at and over
capacity at times of the day in significant parts of the Authority, and the influence of vehicle emissions on air quality. Air
Quality Management Areas (AQMAs) have been declared within the North and East Fringes of Bristol due to nitrogen
dioxide levels: Staple Hill – at the Broad Street (A4175), High Street (B4465), Victoria Street and Soundwell Road (A4017)
crossroads; Kingswood – along Regent Street (A420); and Cribbs Causeway – adjacent to the M5 Roundabout (Junction
17).
As an authority wide parking standard, the influence of public transport and sustainable access and relationship with
parking requirements are considered at the application stage. There is flexibility in this approach as set out in Policy PSP16
to allow more parking than the maximum standards, should demand be proven, the surrounding parking opportunities be
limited, and the future modal share expectations of public transport, other sustainable modes and car sharing be limited,
even with active Travel Plan management and encouragement. These are considered in light of the operation of the
surrounding transport networks in terms of both congestion and air quality issues.
These standards are considered to align with national guidance:
In terms of NPPF paragraph 39, all of the elements are considered within each application, and the parking
standards applied as appropriately.
- In terms of the Minister’s speech which includes “Local planning authorities should only impose local parking
standards for residential and non-residential development where there is clear and compelling justification that it is
necessary to manage their local road network.”, we believe that the current traffic levels and congestion on the
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-

locally strategic routes requires us to manage the growth in traffic, and that justifies encouraging travel plans and
managing end use car parking supply to encourage sustainable choices to be considered.
There are also health benefits of increased walking and cycling, where those modes form significant parts of the
journey.

Question

8b) What is the evidence that such standards are necessary?

Doc. Ref.

PSP16

Council
Response

8b) The most recent appropriate research and guidance of Parking Measures and Policies Research Review 1 and Spaced
Out – Perspectives on Parking Policy2 provide some insight into experience and relationships between parking supply and
use, and specifically on maximum parking standards, The Use and Effectiveness of Maximum Parking Standards 3 study for
the DfT “…found no indication that maximum parking standards have had any effect upon inward investment or economic
development. Indeed some evidence suggested that maximum parking standards would support business and the economy
within urban and rural areas…”. Parking models which estimate demand based on stated preference and revealed
preference techniques can demonstrate the effects of altering parking supply.
There is a clear and logical relationship between car parking availability and chosen mode of travel (as referenced within
the Parking Strategies and Management 4) and it is therefore realistic to suggest that providing a potential surplus of
parking at each development, would facilitate more car based travel and would make alternative travel options
comparatively less attractive and less worthy of consideration. There is severe congestion at peak periods of the day on
the locally strategic highway network, as well as on parts of the strategic road network and Department for Transport 5
statistics for the A roads within South Gloucestershire confirms a general increase in traffic delay.
Travel Plans and the use of sustainable travel options work on the basis of comparative convenience: for those that have
access to a car, car use is generally and by far the most convenient form of travel as car use generally requires short walk
times from door to car to door, their operational costs, other than car parking fees, are perceived to be much less than
they actually are, and congestion whilst driving can be perceived to be less than it would be if using public transport where
there is no perceived control, so to help balance and improve the use of sustainable modes, there has to be both
encouragement of sustainable modes, and reduced convenience of car use.

1
2
3
4
5

Parking Measures and Policies Research Review: TRL Limited for Department for Transport, May 2010
Spaced Out – Perspectives on Parking Policy: RAC Foundation, July 2012
The Use and Effectiveness of Maximum Parking Standards: Atkins Ltd for DfT, 2008
Parking Strategies and Management: Chartered Institution of Highways & Transportation, July 2005
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/cgn02-flow-weighted-vehicle-speeds
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Question

8c) Suggested Modification 23 relies upon Census data which demonstrates that car ownership, employment and car travel
to work are above the national average in South Gloucestershire. Are the proposed maximum standards based upon an
understanding of why this is the case? Is it clear that appropriate alternative travel modes are available for people to get
to work if they cannot park their cars there?

Doc. Ref.

PSP16

Council
Response

8c) Car / Van ownership in South Gloucestershire is significantly above the national average (26% higher), and locally
above the average of the surrounding authorities in the south west (12% higher). At 72% of modal share (excluding
working from home), travel to work6 by car or van either to or from South Gloucestershire is also relatively high and is
above the national (60%) and regional (66%) average for the south west. South Gloucestershire has low unemployment
and higher than average earnings which will influence car ownership levels and use.
The majority of those working within South Gloucestershire reside within the Authority (55%), with the neighbouring City
of Bristol providing a further 22% of the workforce, and the unitary authorities that encompass the West of England area
(formerly County of Avon) total 84% of the workforce, with slightly larger influences for those commuters that reside in
South Gloucestershire working in Bristol. The 2011 Census information confirms that there is significant opportunity for
walking and cycling in terms of distance travelled to work, which shows that on top of the 10% who work from home, a
third of the workforce commute up to 5km, and half of those up to 2km.
These statistics show that the use of other modes such as bus, train, cycle and walk are not as attractive as car based
travel for a higher portion of South Gloucestershire commuters than for the national average.
The planned approach to future development is significantly influenced by accessibility with the existing and proposed
public transport connections forming part of this, including the significant MetroBus7 investment which offers a step change
in public transport provision; new and improved railway stations; park and ride / park and share facilities; and a mixture of
improvements to public transport, walking and cycling networks, as well as highway schemes to improve junctions and
pinch points around the Authority. These measures are set to improve the more sustainable elements of modal share for
travel for future as well as existing developments.
These measures sit alongside a behaviour change programme that has been running for a number of years in the authority.
For example, we engage with over forty businesses in the North Fringe area to discuss travel issues and promote
sustainable travel options; undertake an annual travel survey with over 6000 respondents, and encourage participation in

Source Nomis 2011 Census information
MetroBus is a high frequency rapid public mass transit system designed to transport people around the area (of Bristol, South
Gloucestershire and North Somerset) using a combination of segregated busways, bus gates and bus lanes. It will be connected to the
traffic light systems to ensure a fast, reliable, express service between 94 strategically located stops. It is a smarter way of travelling
that will speed up journey times, relieve congestion and reduce levels of pollution. https://travelwest.info/metrobus
6
7
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the annual six week long big commuter challenge to encourage sustainable travel choices: 2016 included 141 workplaces
and 3,430 registered participants across the West of England.
The proposed schedule of parking space maximums for non-residential development for future development helps
incentivise consideration of more sustainable travel options. It is considered that without maximums helping to guide the
control parking supply, higher provision of car parking could result which would encourage more car based travel and add
to congestion levels and air quality issues.
Each development proposal is considered in context of its accessibility from all modes of travel, and seeks to ensure that
there is existing travel choice, and where alternatives are not available seeks to address this through the planning process.
It is noted that there have been very few applications (a single application in the last five years) that seek to increase
parking beyond the proposed maximums which suggests that the maximums are generally considered to be reasonable by
the development market.

Question

9) Is the requirement in paragraph 1 of the policy text to “avoid any adverse impacts …on:” justified or practicable? Note
that paragraph 109 and 120 of the NPPF both refer to preventing “unacceptable” risks.

Doc. Ref.

PSP21

Council
Response

9) To more accurately reflect the wording of the NPPF at paragraph 109 and 120, to ensure the policy is fully justified and
practicable a modification is suggested to paragraph 1 of PSP21 (as currently set out in SD1). The suggested modification
is set out below:
Development proposals will be acceptable where they clearly demonstrate that development is sited and
designed to prevent unacceptable risks and avoid any unacceptable levels of pollution adversely impactsing,
by way of; fumes, dust, noise, vibration, odour, light or other forms of air, land, water pollution, exposure to
contaminated land or land instability, directly or cumulatively, on:
 the environmental amenity; or and
 the health, safety and amenity of users of the site or the surrounding area. by way of fumes, dust, noise,
vibration, odour, light or other forms of air, land, water pollution, creating exposure to contaminated land or
land instability.
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Question

10a) Having specific regard to the evidence presented in the Council’s Retail Topic Paper, November 2016 (Doc. OS3) is
the requirement for an impact assessment to accompany retail proposals larger than 350m2 in all locations outside Primary
Shopping Areas justified and consistent with national policy?

Doc. Ref.

PSP31

Council
Response

10a) The Council consider that the approach is justified and consistent with national policy, as set out in OS3.

Question

10b) Likewise, having specific regard to the same evidence, is the Council’s decision not to allocate sites to meet the
identified need for additional retail floorspace beyond 2021 justified and consistent with national policy?

Doc. Ref.

PSP31

Council
Response

10b) Since submission of OS3, the details and timeline for production of the new South Gloucestershire Local Plan have
been agreed by the council.
On the 12th December 2016 South Gloucestershire councils Policy and Resource Committee agreed to release for public
consultation the first documents prepared for the new South Gloucestershire Local Plan, the “Prospectus Document” and
supporting evidence.
The papers from the 12th December committee are available to view online, under item 17 of the agenda (please click link
to view). Appendix 2 of item 17 contains the timeline for the new South Gloucestershire Local Plan. The report and
appendices have been submitted to this Examination. Adoption of the new Local Plan scheduled for early 2019.
A revised retail need figure for the period post 2021 and new retail allocations would therefore be met in full within the new
SGLP, due for adoption in early 2019.
As OS3 sets out there are clear and explicit health warnings given to the current retail need post 2021, and need for a
refreshed retail evidence base to establish future retail need. OS3 references the adopted policy approach of CS14 which
sets out the review of the Core Strategy as the place for meeting retail need post 2021. Given the need for a revised retail
need figure post 2021, adopted policy position, and now greater certainty as to the timeline and date for adoption of a new
SGLP, the most effective and practicable approach is considered to be to revise the retail need (post 2021) and allocate
appropriate sites through the new SGLP. If current retail need post 2021 was met through the PSP Plan, not only would it
risk creating an ineffective policy, given the concerns over the established post 2021 figure, the new SGLP would revise the
quantum of retail need and set new policy and retail allocations within 2 to 3 years of the PSP’s adoption in any regard.

In addition the approach is consistent with national planning guidance relating to the setting of local thresholds for retail
impact assessment, contained within Planning Practice Guidance, Ensuring Vitality of Centres (para. 016 Reference ID: 2b016-20140306).
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Question

11a) Is this policy justified in respect of clearly evidenced need and viability?

Doc. Ref.

PSP37

Council
Response

11a) Yes. Evidence is set out in the Background Evidence (Examination Library Ref: S2)
In respect of ‘need’ for accessibility standards the NPPG states: Based on their housing needs assessment and other
available datasets it will be for local planning authorities to set out how they intend to approach demonstrating the need for
Requirement M4(2) (accessible and adaptable dwellings), and / or M4(3) (wheelchair user dwellings), of the Building
Regulations. This is covered at paragraphs 5.8-5.14 of the background evidence document (Examination Library Ref: S2).
In respect of ‘need’ for space standards the NPPG states: evidence should be provided on the size and type of dwellings
currently being built in the area, to ensure the impacts of adopting space standards can be properly assessed, for example,
to consider any potential impact on meeting demand for starter homes. This is covered at paragraphs 7.1–7.5, 7.9-7.21,
8.30 & conclusions at 9.1-9.8 of the background evidence document (Examination Library Ref: S2). The background paper
concentrates on the major housebuilder product, as being the predominate source of housing delivery in South
Gloucestershire. However, the Council is also concerned about other sources of supply that fail to meet good standards,
e.g. PT16/4318/F – delegated report 5.24-5.36 at http://developments.southglos.gov.uk/onlineapplications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=OAK6Y9OK0C500
The Council would also emphasise the position described in paragraph 8.30, i.e. that typical developer viability models seek
to maximise saleable floor space (that provide the higher returns) and minimise floorspace and site area devoted to the
provision of affordable housing that pays only a % of open market value. Hence, given that the HSR removed all
standards, the pressure will principally be to erode the space standards of the Affordable element. Thus, given evidence on
occupancy and allocations (paragraphs 8.1-8.28) any such erosion of existing standards would be a significant retrograde
step.
With regard viability, this is covered at paras 1.1, 6.1-6.17, 7.8, 8.31-8.32 & 9.5.
See also response to: P.Davis (118/10), D.Weaver (239/2), S.Green (257/7), R.Duff (277/2).
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Question

11b) What is the up to date evidence in respect of whether affordable housing could viably meet the requirements of the
policy, and what does it show?

Doc. Ref.

PSP37

Council
Response

11b) The Council first introduced a space standards policy (PSP37) in the Proposed Submission Plan (March 15). Tetlow
King / SW Harp on behalf of the RSLs expressed concern that such an imposition would undermine the competitiveness of
RSLs in the land market for 100% AH schemes (see paragraph 8.29 of the background evidence document, Examination
Library Ref: S2). Subsequently, the Council decided to extend space standards to all mkt sectors and undertook
consultation on a new policy (PSP38) as part of the November 15 (Reg18) consultation.
https://consultations.southglos.gov.uk/consult.ti/PSP_Reg18_Nov2015/consultationHome . SW Harps comments and
response are summarised at pg108 of Submission document SD3a (Report of Engagement and Main Issues (June 16)
Covering period March 15-May16), where they welcomed the extension of the policy to all mkt sectors and queried some
viability assumptions. SW Harp subsequently declined to respond to the PSP Proposed Submission Plan (June 16). Indeed
no HA/RSL commented in response to PSP38.
Viability evidence in respect of affordable housing is set out at paras 1.1, 6.1-6.17, 8.29, 8.31 – 8.32 & 9.4 of the
background evidence document (Examination Library Ref: S2).
See also response to: P.Davis (118/10), D.Weaver (239/2), S.Green (257/7), R.Duff (277/2).
SGC Housing Enabling team also state:





The Council has increased the acceptable percentage of unsold equity to be charged as rent on Shared Ownership
affordable housing delivered under planning policy, from 1% to 1.5%. This allows RPs to offer a higher price to
developers for S/O units.
RPs have reported verbally that they have amended their business models to accommodate the rent reduction, e.g.
extend scheme pay-back periods.
We have received no requests to renegotiate the affordable housing obligation on schemes with planning permission
on the grounds of reduced viability due to the rent reduction.
The rent reduction scheme is due to cease in two years’ time.

The evidence thus shows that RSLs have a long history of building housing to minimum space standards, not dissimilar to
the NDSS. The consultation rounds suggest that the RSLs are comfortable with the policy as set, now applying across all
sectors. The alarm raised by some of the objectors around the viability work is unsubstantiated and the impact of the 1%
rent reductions is overstated. Values as % of open mkt value (OMV) remain as per the April 15 viability report and no
objector has suggested these are an inappropriate assumption. In South Gloucestershire RSLs predominantly compete
between themselves for S106 sites (see paragraph 8.29, Examination Library Ref: S2). AH homes are also CIL exempt.
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HAs will also factor in long-term management benefits from providing good quality housing. The evidence thus shows that
affordable housing providers could viably meet the NDSSs.

Doc. Ref.
Council
Response

12a) Is the requirement to provide at least 5% of the plots on sites accommodating more than 100 dwellings as
self/custom build justified by evidence of: need; in particular desire for plots of this type on sites of this size; practicalities
of site management and completion; and viability?
PSP42
12) Need: Stimulating the self / custom housebuilding sector is a Government initiative championed by ministers (e.g.
http://custombuildstrategy.co.uk/news-article/gavin-barwell-champions-custom-build/) and now underpinned by provisions
laid out in the Housing & Planning Act. The industry is currently small scale and will take time to grow. Measures are thus
required to foster supply by encouraging new entrants into the market to increase diversity of supply and choice. Access to
land is a key barrier. In addition to information set out in the Topic Paper (ref SC1) the Council can now report that as of
30th October 2016 there are 433 applications on the register plus 1 group registration which requires 3 plots. A further
update can be provided before the inquiry.
With respect to a particular desire for plots on sites of this size (100+) the register asks the following question:
What size of housing development would you consider building your home in?

Number of applicant*

Question

Small development
(2-15 homes)

Single home site

261

204

Medium development
(16-40 homes)

117

Large development
(40+ homes)

72

Larger mainstream
housing
development?

214

*applicants were allowed to choose more than one category.

There is no evidence to suggest that potential self/custom builders would not be interested in plots on sites of this size,
subject to reasonable price and location. Indeed, at Hampton, Peterborough’s 4 th Township, such plots have been provided
for some time now. See links below. There are other examples of custom / self-build on large sites on the Self Build Portal.
The Council would also assert that larger sites provide landowners / developers with much greater flexibility to identify
suitable and attractive parts of the site for such use. Many custom / self-builders are also not ‘grand designers’ and simply
want a plot in an accessible location at a reasonable price. Suggested modifications to the policy also clarify that ‘custom’
build options such as ‘shell’ homes may also be an option for delivery. The Council is also in receipt of a planning
application for some 350 dwellings, including 14 self-build plots (ref PT16/3565/O) on a site in Thornbury.
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http://www.dailymail.co.uk/property/article-1247676/Build-home-clay-brick-pits.html
http://www.selfbuildportal.org.uk/hempsted-green-peterborough
http://www.hempstedgreen.co.uk/
With respect to practicalities of site management and completion, again larger sites provide much greater flexibility to
identify a suitable parcel of land for such use, suggested modifications to the policy also clarify that ‘custom’ build options
such as ‘shell’ homes may also be an option for delivery. These are also early days in respect of the role out of such
policies, therefore there will be an inevitable learning curve in terms of good practice. Clearly, plots for self/custom build
should be in a cluster, serviced, easily accessible and readily identifiable to deliveries etc. The presence of such plots should
also be communicated to other plot purchasers. Should there be no demand for plots, the suggested modifications also
include a mechanism to revert back to the developer product.
In respect of viability, please see list of policies table (pg9) & paragraph 7.17.1 of document V1 of the Examination Library.

Question

13a) Does the Deregulation Act 2015 preclude the setting of standards for outside amenity space provision? Please refer
to specific sections/clauses where appropriate. Is the setting of such standards otherwise precluded by national policy?

Doc. Ref.

PSP43

Council
Response

13a) No. Paragraph 9 of the Government’ Housing Standards Review Consultation document (Aug 2013) states:
Standards, in the case of this review, can relate either to the technical or functional performance of the building (dwelling);
or to the environment in which it is built. In very broad terms the former should relate to the Building Regulations; the
latter are matters for planning policy or guidance. The Housing Standards Review has concentrated on the former.
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/230250/1-_Housing_Standards_Review__Consultation_Document.pdf
The Written Ministerial Statement is consistent with this approach in stating that: ‘…local planning authorities and qualifying
bodies preparing neighbourhood plans should not set in their emerging Local Plans, neighbourhood plans, or supplementary
planning documents, any additional local technical standards or requirements relating to the construction, internal layout or
performance of new dwellings’….’ The new system will comprise new additional optional Building Regulations on water and
access, and a new national space standard (hereafter referred to as “the new national technical standards”). This system
complements the existing set of Building Regulations, which are mandatory’.
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/planning-update-march-2015
The HSR thus considered standards in respect of energy efficiency, access, security, internal space & water. At no point did
the Government intend or actually impose restrictions on LPAs to set standards for the external environment.
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Question
Doc. Ref.

13b) Notwithstanding a) above, and acknowledging that PSP43 sets standards ‘as a guide’, is the policy sufficiently flexible
to accommodate a range of site circumstances, or would it pose a risk to housing delivery?
PSP43

Council
Response

13b) The evidence suggests that the standards are not onerous, the policy is clear that they are ‘a guide’ and therefore not
intended to be applied rigidly and the supporting text at paragraphs 8.63 & 8.65 are clear as the how they should be
calculated, and paragraph 8.67 is clear that there will be situations where they may not be appropriate, but that good
design in other respects would be expected. The Council is thus content that the standards pose no risk to housing
delivery, subject to developers applying good standards of design and practice.

Question

14a) In view of the criteria already provided by policy CS37 of the Core Strategy, is it premature to identify detailed issues
and delivery objectives in the PSPP? What are the risks associated with this approach?
14b) Is it necessary to allocate/safeguard the site for the decommissioning of the former Oldbury Power Station in order to
accomplish the decommissioning process? Why can this not be achieved within the policy framework provided by the Core
Strategy and PSP46 of the PSPP as proposed?

Doc. Ref.

PSP46

Council
Response

14) The Council has nothing further to add to the responses already provided to the respondents; T Roberts 280/2 and B
Lewis 263/1.
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Issue 5: Are the Policies in the PSPP sufficiently clear so as to be effective in their purpose?
Question

15) Is the policy wording of PSP1 sufficiently clear as to achieve the aim in paragraph 3.4 of the supporting text i.e. that
context appraisals might focus on indistinct elements of a “particular locality”? Is it necessary to clarify that such
appraisals might need to look beyond the immediate area, or most numerous buildings in the area, to identify features of
quality?

Doc. Ref.

PSP1

Council
Response

15) Yes. The policy will however be applied proportionately to the scale, significance and impact of the proposal therefore
needs to remain sufficiently flexible and not become overly prescriptive. It is suggested that the policy and paragraph 3.5
could be amended as follows to add emphasis and improve its effectiveness:
Development proposal(s) will be acceptable where the proposals demonstrate an
understanding of, and positive respond se constructively to the buildings and characteristics that make a
particularly positive contribution to the distinctiveness of theat particular area/locality.
…
3.5 This policy is thus designed to supplement Core Strategy Policy CS1(1) and is primarily aimed at development that is
not within or adjacent to a Conservation Area or impacts on a listed building where Policy PSP17 would be applicable. It will
be
expected therefore that context appraisals, if necessary, look further afield than the immediate locality or most numerous
buildings in an area to identify and respond to distinctive building types and other features of quality, such as boundary
treatments, plot size and shape, and landscape treatments, to inform new development.
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Question

16)
PSP2 - Is bullet point 2 of Suggested Modification 3 (SM3) justified and effective? If there is no alternative proposal on
the table at the time of the application, how can the decision-maker take account of a theoretical alternative, which might
or might not be forthcoming? Should this bullet be amended or deleted?

Doc. Ref.
Council
Response

PSP17 - Same question in respect of bullet point 3 under final part of the policy.
PSP2 and PSP17
16)
 PSP2
The intention behind the inclusion of this bullet point was not that an applicant need consider a “theoretical alternative” but
rather that they have considered alternative designs, positioning, orientation etc which might have achieved the desired
outcome but with less harm to the quality, amenity, distinctiveness and special character of the landscape.
However, having reviewed this issue further, it is felt that the issue is adequately covered by the third bullet point proposed
through SM3. It is therefore proposed that the second bullet point be deleted, and SM3 read:
Where development proposals would result in harm to the landscape, it must be clearly demonstrated that:


the proposal results in public benefits that outweigh the harm; and



any harm to the landscape is minimised and mitigated through the form of the development and where
reasonable the provision of landscape enhancements.
Landscape Design

Amenity space, hard and soft landscape works and open space provision will…
 PSP17
This was initially based on paragraph 91 of PPS5: Planning for the Historic Environment which has since been superseded
and replaced with the current PPG. It was not intended that applicants need consider “theoretical alternatives” but rather
that they can demonstrate how they have considered alternative designs, positioning, orientation etc which might have
achieved the desired outcome but with less harm to the asset. Paragraph 019 (Reference ID: 18a-019-20140306) of the
current PPG “Conserving and enhancing the historic environment” addresses the same issue.
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However, having reviewed this issue further, it is felt that the issue is adequately covered by the fourth bullet point. It is
therefore proposed that the third bullet point be deleted. A further addition is suggested to the fourth bullet point to ensure
that the wording of the policy is effective. So this section of the policy reads as follows:
…it can be clearly demonstrated that all of the following can be met:


the proposal results in public benefits that outweigh the harm to the heritage asset, considering
the balance between the significance of the asset affected, the degree of harm and the public
benefits achieved;



there is no other means of delivering similar public benefits through development of an
alternative site;



there is no other alternative proposal, or a similar proposal, which achieves similar public
benefits, but with less harm to the heritage asset;



the harm to the heritage asset is minimised and mitigated through the form and design of the
development and the provision of heritage enhancements; and



the heritage asset will be properly recorded to professionally accepted standards.

Where the loss of the whole or part of a designated or non-designated heritage asset is acceptable…
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Question

Doc. Ref.
Council
Response

17) Is paragraph 3 of the policy wording “Where tree loss…be provided” intended to relate to paragraph 2 and thereby
require the replacement of mature, ancient or veteran trees? If so, how is this possible? If the paragraph is intended to
relate to other types of tree, is paragraph 3 necessary in light of the wording from paragraph 4 onwards; and, if so, should
it be moved and/or amended to be effective?
PSP3
17) Paragraph 3 is intended to relate to the replacement of trees, where their loss or damage is necessary to allow for
development. It is acknowledged at paragraph 3.31 (supporting text) that mature, ancient or veteran trees (referenced at
paragraph 2) are finite and thus an irreplaceable resource. It is accepted that the policy wording as currently drafted does
not necessarily make clear that the Council does not expect ‘like for like’ replacements where trees of these types are lost
or damaged. In order to make this distinction clearer, it is suggested that the text from paragraph 3 is included within the
list of considerations which development proposals should include. The updated policy wording would read as follows:
… will only be acceptable where the need for, and benefits of, the development in that location clearly
outweigh the loss or damage.
Where tree loss or damage is essential to allow for development, replacement trees of an appropriate size and
species should be provided.
Development proposals should, where appropriate, include:


the protection of trees; and



replacement trees, of an appropriate size and species, where tree loss or damage is essential to allow for
development; and



additional tree planting, in accordance with Core Strategy Policy CS1 and the Landscape Character
Assessment SPD’s aim to increase tree cover, including, but not limited to, planting along arterial roads,
in car parks and in the public realm; and



new planting schemes that retain and integrate healthy, mature trees and hedgerows, and include native
species.

It is felt that the wording is necessary, as without it the policy covers minimising loss and protection of existing trees and
additional planting (i.e. extra to what is existing). Importantly, without this wording the policy doesn’t cover the
replacement of existing trees that are lost or damaged. This reflects that the Council places high importance on the
retention of existing healthy trees on development sites.
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Question

18) It seems likely that development on an open space would affect the contribution of that particular space to the quality,
character etc. of an area. Is it therefore justified as drafted? Would the policy remain fit for purpose, and be clearer, if the
words “…the contribution that an open area makes to…” in the third line, were omitted?

Doc. Ref.

PSP5

Council
Response

18) Agree that the removal of identified wording makes the policy clearer. The following change to policy PSP5 is proposed
to address this issue:
…Development proposal(s) on undesignated open space within the urban areas and settlements defined on
the Policies Map, will be acceptable if it does not adversely affect the contribution that an open area makes to
the quality, character, biodiversity, sustainable water management, recreation opportunities, heritage value,
amenity or distinctiveness of the locality…

Question

19a) Is it intended that any of the preceding criteria, related to unit size or otherwise, should apply to the paragraph in the
policy concerning proposals served by rail connections? At present, it could be read that a proposal of any scale or nature
would be acceptable provided it had a rail connection.

Doc. Ref.

PSP27

Council
Response

19a) Agree that the wording could be amended to clarify the circumstances in which B8 storage uses served by rail
connections would be acceptable. The following changes to policy PSP 27 are proposed to address this issue:
… In addition p Proposal(s) that have rail served distribution facilities i.e. those directly served by a rail
connection or directly associated with a rail freight facility, will be acceptable. where it is demonstrated that
they:
I.
II.

would not significantly conflict with neighbouring land uses; and
the maximum density compatible with the site’s location, its accessibility and its surroundings is
achieved.

…
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Question
Doc. Ref.
Council
Response

19b) Paragraph 7.28 supporting text. What are developments of an “exceptional nature”? Does this require explanation
and should such proposals be referenced in the policy wording?
PSP27
19 b) Paragraph 7.28 continues on directly from Paragraph 7.27 and relates to assessing the acceptability of developments
which are greater than 3,000m2 in other safeguarded areas expanding on the implementation of criterion (iv) in the fourth
paragraph of the policy. Suggest that it would be clearer to amend the first sentence of paragraph 7.28 to read.
DSuch developments of an exceptional nature will also be required to demonstrate…
It may also be helpful to the use of the policy to number the first four paragraphs of Policy PSP 27, 1-4.

Question
Doc. Ref.
Council
Response

20) Does this policy (or the plan as a whole) deal adequately with the size of dwellings resulting from conversions or
subdivisions? Respondents suggest it could result in or perpetuate cramming. Is the policy consistent with the proposed
introduction of internal space standards for new dwellings?
PSP39
20) This policy and other policies of the plan (PSP8, 37 & 43) together are considered to deal adequately with the size of
dwellings resulting from conversions or sub-divisions. Some respondents consider that the Council should effectively refuse
any such developments. Such a response is however considered to be disproportionate and also inconsistent with the NPPF
(paragraphs 47-51) by limiting a valued proven source of housing delivery. The policy is designed to work alongside and
add to PSP37 and is therefore not considered to be inconsistent.
PSP39 is intended to deal solely with the conversion/re-use of dwellings. If required, the opportunity exists for the council
to review its policy position with regard to HMOs through the new South Gloucestershire Local Plan.
In addition to the above, the Government has recently emphasised its commitment to raising standards in HMOs through
issuing consultations on extensions to the scope of the mandatory licensing regime. Through this consultation, the
Government have made it clear that they propose to:
-

-

increase the number of properties subject to mandatory licensing;
remove the 3 storey rule so all houses (regardless of how many floors) with 5 or more people from 2 or more
households are in scope – this will further enable local authorities to tackle poor standards, migration and the
problems being seen in high risk smaller properties as the sector has grown;
extend mandatory licensing to flats above and below business premises (regardless of the number of storeys) - as
the evidence nationally shows more problems in these properties; and set a minimum room sizes of 6.52sq-m for
one person (adult or child) and 10.23sq-m for 2 people (adult or child) in line with the existing overcrowding
standard (Housing Act 1985) to close a loophole recently created by an upper-tier tribunal ruling.
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Question
Doc. Ref.
Council
Response

21) By the wording of this policy, is the restriction on new buildings serving cemeteries etc. stronger in non-Green Belt
locations outside settlement boundaries than in the Green Belt? If so, is this the intention and is this justified?
PSP45
21) As identified, as submitted this policy was more restrictive for cemeteries outside of the Green Belt than within. To
resolve this the following amendments are suggested for the policy to remove reference to cemeteries and therefore the
policy title should be amended accordingly:
Outside of settlement boundaries, as defined on the Policies Map and outside of the Green Belt, new buildings
serving cemeteries/burial facilities crematoria will only be permitted where the conversion or re-use of
existing buildings is not viable, and where they are essential to the primary purpose of the site and
proportionate with the proposed use and existing building(s) on the site.
Suggested amendments to the supporting text:
8.78 Core Strategy Policy CS23 Community Infrastructure and Cultural Activity seeks to ensure that in the first instance the
role and viability of existing facilities are enhanced. Policy PSP45 will only allow new buildings for burial facilities, including
crematoria, which are proposed outside of settlement boundaries and outside the Green Belt, where the re-use or
conversion of an existing building is not viable. Any new building will have to be for the primary purpose of the site and
proportionate to it and its surroundings.
8.79 In accordance with the NPPF, in the Green Belt, only new buildings providing appropriate facilities for cemeteries are
acceptable in principle. There are other policies in the Plan which will apply to crematoria, such as environmental policies,
which will seek to ensure proposal(s) respect landscape quality and prevent environmental pollution, for example. These
are sensitive uses where privacy for those visiting is as important as for those living close by. This will need to be reflected
in the design of proposal(s), particularly for boundary treatment.
8.80 In addition, Section 5 of the Cremation Act 1902 sets down the statutory restrictions upon the siting of a
crematorium.
8.81 Applications for private burial facilities will need to demonstrate how excess material from graves will be dealt with.
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Question

22a) Is it necessary to be clearer about which sites are ‘allocated’ and which are ‘safeguarded’ and to explain the
difference between the terms?

Doc. Ref.

PSP47

Council
Response

22a) This could be made clearer by stating that “allocations” are those with more certainty of delivery, whilst ‘safeguarded’
sites/routes are those which recognise a future land use change, but where the delivery is less certain but the land needs
to be saved for that specific use. The following sites are safeguarded: 1 and 5. All other sites are allocations. The following
sites are council owned: 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 (majority), 9a (part), 10 and 11. Their allocation represents the council’s desire to
acknowledge that there may be land use change in the future in relation to these sites.
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Question

22b) The supporting text provides details about the delivery of some of the sites included in this policy, particularly in
relation to the housing/mixed use sites Nos 12 – 17. Has the deliverability of the remaining sites been
assessed/reassessed for the purposes of the PSPP such that it will be effective in realising its aims for them? Is it
necessary to include this information within the plan?

Doc. Ref.

PSP47

Council
Response

22b) The Council considers that this level of information is not necessary in all circumstances. The sites included in this
plan are principally roll forward allocations/safeguarding of sites which appeared in the adopted 2006 South Gloucestershire
Local Plan. In preparing the PSP Plan a review of need to retain allocations, most of which are Council owned, was
undertaken. Only those sites which continue to have the potential to deliver the allocated or safeguarded use are set out in
PSP47. Only those 2006 Local Plan sites where there continues to be a need for the proposed use have been retained,
please see Policies Map Changes (Examination Library ref: SD2), which details this review exercise.
Further details regarding the sites:
Site
Number

Topic/
use

Site Details

Ownership

Comment

1

Transportation

Bus link
between
Coniston
Road,
Patchway and
Waterside
Drive Aztec
West

Various

The West of England Local Authorities are progressing the Joint
Transport Study (JTS) which is investigating how to address
current and future transport needs in the West of England. The
JTS will inform the production of a new policy document known
as, the Joint Local Transport Plan (JLTP) for the West of England
area. The potential for a bus link at Waterside Drive was
safeguarded in the South Gloucestershire Local Plan and although
it has not as yet been implemented, it remains an aspiration that
could potentially form part of a package of transport measures for
the north fringe in the forthcoming JLTP. As such, it is considered
important that it remains safeguarded in the PSP Plan so that its
potential for improving bus accessibility in the north fringe is not
lost. At such time as its implementation were to be progressed,
the council would work with affected landowners, local residents,
employers and bus operators in order to ensure its appropriate
and sustainable delivery
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2

Education
and or
community
use

3

Sports &
Leisure

4

Sports &
Leisure

5

Sports &
Leisure
Community
facilities

7

Open
Space

8

Open
Space

6

The Common
East, Bradley
Stoke
(Wheatfield
Drive)
Within the
Town Centre
at Emersons
Green (indoor
and outdoor
leisure
facilities)
Tennis Court
Road,
Kingswood
(sports
leisure)

Council
owned

Commitment to retain the option to use this land for community
use and / or education (e.g. school expansion)

Council
owned

Covenants restricting to – open space recreational purposes or
indoor sports/leisure/recreational uses.

Council is now progressing the bringing forward of enhanced
provision of football/sports pitches through a proposed leasehold
agreement with a football club/community group by April 2017.

UWE Stadium

Council
owned
- Land
next to
Made
Forever
Youth
Centre
Private

Wellington
Road Yate

Council
owned

Council committed to retention for public open space, sporting,
leisure, recreational or community purposes.

Adjacent to
Thornbury
Leisure
Centre,
Thornbury
(formal and
informal open
space)
The Common,
Yate (formal
and informal
open space)

Council
owned

Council commitment to retention for both formal and informal
open space. Proposal to lease land to the Town Council for these
uses being considered.

Council
owned

Council committed to long term retention of the common land and
non-common land covered by the allocations, for use as public
open space, play area and recreational facility (formal pitches).

See response to Q22c
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Adjoining land in ownership of Yate Town Council is used for
formal sports provision.
9

Open
Space

Stub Ridings
Wickwar Road
Chipping
Sodbury
(formal open
space)

9a

Open
Space

Yate Outdoor
Sports Centre
(formal open
space)
[Suggested
additional
allocation]
Adjacent to
Malmains
Drive,
Frenchay
Adjacent to
Wellington
Road Yate

10

Education

11

Education

The
Official
Custodian
For
Charities
on behalf
of
The
Chipping
Sodbury
Town
Trust
Partly
Council

Land held in trust for use as recreation and sports provision.

Council and Town Council committed to continued use for formal
sports provision.

Part Yate
Town
Council
Council
owned

Council is currently committed to retention of this site as a
reserved school site, unless an acceptable alternative scheme
comes forward.

Council
owned

Council is currently committed to retention of this site as a
reserved school site, unless an acceptable alternative scheme
comes forward.
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Question

22c) Would the safeguarding of Site No 5 for a sports stadium preclude the implementation of other extant planning
permissions on this site? What are these for and is the proposed approach justified?

Doc. Ref.

PSP47

Council
Response

22c) As there are extant planning permissions, which have been partially implemented, it would not be possible for the
safeguarding of the stadium to preclude the implementation of these permissions. The following permissions pertain to the
land covered by the proposed safeguarding:
-

-

1982 outline planning permission for the erection of buildings totaling 2,200,000 square feet for the manufacture of
high technology products and the provision of associated research and development facilities.
P85/0055/4 - Erection of 1,345,000 sq.Ft. Of buildings for the manufacture of high technology products including
light industrial processes, computerised and manual wiring assembly, research development and technical support.
Construction of car parking, recreational areas and landscaping.
2013 PT12/0888F planning permission for erection of 21,700 seater sports stadium and associated development
(The Officer’s Report noted the following regarding the extant office consent: The site lies within the former Hewlett
Packard (HP) office development area. The application site occupies the greater area of development plot 4 which
has an extant consent for 38,139 sqm of B1 office. Thus although the area is currently undeveloped it could be
brought into full use for office employment purposes.

The delivery of a major sports stadium is a key component of the Core Strategy’s vision for the Bristol North Fringe and is
given policy framework expression at Policy 25 [point 8] in the adopted Core Strategy. The future delivery of the stadium
at the UWE site will introduce a significant land use change and achieve this aspiration, it is therefore important to protect
and recognise the potential delivery of this proposal. Should circumstances change in the future whereby the delivery of
the stadium is no longer considered achievable, and an alternative land use is pursued either through as part of the
Council’s new Local Plan or via new planning application (including a s.73 application), then the material considerations
relevant at that time will need to be weighed in the balance of continuing to safeguard the site against the merits of the
alternative use, in accordance with national and local planning policies. The Council therefore considers its approach to
continuing to safeguard the Stadium as explained above remains justified.
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Appendix 1 LGSD queries under Question 5 bii
Inspector’s question:
b) The assessment criteria for designating Local Green Spaces (Topic Paper Doc. OS4, Appendix 1), do not appear to allow for a general
landowner objection to exclude a site. However, where objections have been made to the non-allocation of a site, the Council has, in a
number of cases, responded along the lines of “the landowner objects”.
Q5bii) Have all landowner objections been dealt with consistently? For example:
The Council’s response to representations made against the following sites (in Doc. OS4, Appendix 2) indicate that they have not been
designated because a landowner has objected: LGSD059; LGSD170; LGSD176; LGSD182; LGSD192; LGSD196; LGSD197; LGSD199;
LGSD201; LGSD205.
Whereas…
• The Council’s response to representations made against the following sites indicate that they have been designated in spite of a
landowner objection: LGSD001; LGSD172; LGSD233 (in this case, the designation would appear to conflict with the Council’s response);
LGSD273; LGSD275; LGSD277; LGSD318; LGSD320; LGSD437 (this site is not, however, listed in modified Appendix 2 of the PSPP);
LGSD792; LGSD796; LGSD937; LGSD989; LGSD1149; LGSD1158.

Q5bii part 1 Landowner objections
Space
Code
LGSD059

Council Response:

LGSD170

SGC as landowner object to this space as it is an allotment site. Property Services category for allotments BA states ‘…land
currently used for allotments. The land is proposed to be retained by the Council for allotment use for as long as the need
exists. However, should the allotments be considered as surplus and the council determines there is a higher priority need,
then the Council should retain sufficient flexibility to consider alternative uses. Vacant plots could result in an additional
burden to the Council, if allotment use was not required’. Alternative uses might include housing potential. Therefore as

Space is not designated because nominator withdraw the space at a previous stage. An objection was raised in 2014,
however this was a general objection to all LGSD in Charfield as a whole, not necessarily this particularly space, at that
stage boundaries of spaces were not known. There was no need to check this with the objector, as the nominator
requested to withdraw the space from designation. They stated that they considered the space has sufficient protection and
didn’t need a LGSD as well. We incorrectly reported they wanted ‘…flexibility to develop on the space.’ The decision reached
is still considered correct – Space remains Not Proposed. As the Parish Council is the owner of the space, the Council would
be happy to designate this space, if they confirm that they now want it to be designated.
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this landowner objection remains, the space could not be designated as it is considered the space may have potential for
alternative uses in the future.
LGSD176

The 2 landowner objections are on the basis that no evidence has been provided for the historic deer park and that attempt
to designate the space is to prevent development. It is acknowledged that further justification was provided at the last
consultation however, on reflection, the council considers the space has not met the criteria, for example we were unclear
how the justification for the nominated space was any different from any other fields surrounding the village and have
therefore been excluded in accordance with paragraph 76 of the NPPF.

LGSD182

SGC Street Care Team object to this space being designated as part of the space ‘…has been identified as being of very
local importance and not a strategic public open space with very limited recreational or amenity value to the wider South
Gloucestershire Community. The land is proposed to be retained by the council until such time as it determines there is a
higher priority need. The council should retain sufficient flexibility to consider alternative uses.’ Therefore as this landowner
objection remains, the space could not be designated as it is considered the space may have potential for alternative uses
in the future.

LGSD192

Whilst the space has been remapped to remove some areas, the landowner objection remains on the remainder of the
space. SGC Street Care Team object to this space being designated as part of the space ‘…has been identified as being of
very local importance and not a strategic public open space with very limited recreational or amenity value to the wider
South Gloucestershire Community. The land is proposed to be retained by the council until such time as it determines there
is a higher priority need. The council should retain sufficient flexibility to consider alternative uses.’ Therefore as this
landowner objection remains, the space could not be designated as it is considered the space may have potential for
alternative uses in the future.

LGSD196

SGC Property Services Team object to this space being designated and therefore the space remains not proposed for
designation, as it is a school site. This is consistent with published guidance.

LGSD197

Since the close of consultation further liaison between SGC Property Services and EGTC has taken place. It has been
agreed that Property Services as landowner would be happy for the LGS to be designated so long as a boundary change to
only include the area which covers the mature woodland and waterway was suggested as a proposed modification. Map
attached at Appendix 2 shows the revised boundary for the Inspectors consideration, as the revised LGS197 for
designation. The remainder of the space not designated has been allocated LGSD code LGSD1216, which Property Services
do object to and this space will be reconsidered during preparation of the new Local Plan.

LGSD199

SGC Property Services object as landowner to the designation of this space as they consider ‘…Part(s) of the land may have
potential/flexibility to provide for future higher priority needs for the council and/or local community. Future Local Green
Space designation might be appropriate on all or parts of the specific site following further review. This further review can
take place during the preparation of the new Local Plan. The Council would also wish to explore its localism objectives by
empowering local residents or community groups to acquire interests in land that would otherwise have little other benefit.’
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Therefore as this landowner objection remains, the space could not be designated as it is considered the space may have
potential for alternative uses in the future.
LGSD201

Two landowner objections were received previously on this space. One was overcome, however one remained. This
remaining objection is still relevant as they claim that ‘…As the Rugby Club is owned and run by the members it is in there
interest that the club be free of constraint that may in the future affect the ability to realise the true value of the land and it
potential should the club and its membership wish to do so.’ This indicates the possibility of future development
opportunity and therefore the LGS cannot be proposed for designation.

LGSD205

SGC Street Care Team and the Transport Team object to the designation of this space on the following grounds: Category
D objection from Street Care meant the space was ‘…Not appropriate for LGSD as the nominations either involve
operational buildings or sites allocated for development.’ Transport objected on the grounds that ‘…The railway path is a
strategic cycle route and designation might compromise ability to adopt this route as highways.’ Both these objections
remain and therefore the space cannot be designated as it is considered the space may have potential for alternative uses
in the future.

Q5bii part 2 Landowner objections
Space Code
LGSD001 &
LGSD 172

Response
The landowner objections for these spaces are based on the process and that the spaces do not meet with the
assessment criteria. However, following a review of the spaces in light of the objection we found that the spaces do meet
with criteria and could remain proposed for designation. The process of LGSD is set out in Document GS6 Local Green
Space Background Paper and in Document OS4 Local Green Space Topic Paper Section 2 covering the consultation
process, including the contacting of landowners. The Council considers it has consistency applied the criteria to all
spaces.

LGSD233
(in this
case, the
designation
would
appear to
conflict
with the
Council’s
response)

OS4 Local Green Space Designation Topic Paper, noted that there was no change to this space, whilst OS1b and OS1c
listed and mapped the space as proposed for designation via a suggested modification. This inconsistency was an error.
The Parish Council as nominator had withdrawn their support for the designation of the space in their formal
representation. No landowner objection to the designation of the space remains. Following clarification on the 12th
January 2017 the Parish Council would like to withdraw their formal representation and support the designation of the
space. In light of the landowner objection being removed and the space meeting criteria, the space can be suggested for
designation, as already set out in OS1b and OS1c.
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LGSD273,
LGSD275,
LGSD277,
LGSD320,
LGSD792,
LGSD796,
LGSD937,
LGSD989

The landowner objections for these spaces are based on the process and that the spaces do not meet with the
assessment criteria, e.g. space is an extensive tract of land or the space designation is a blanket approach to LGSD.
However, following a review of the spaces in light of the objection we found that the spaces do meet with criteria and
could remain proposed for designation. The process of LGSD is set out in Document GS6 Local Green Space Background
Paper and in Document OS4 Local Green Space Topic Paper Section 2 covering the consultation process, including the
contacting of landowners. The Council considers it has consistency applied the criteria to all spaces.

LGSD318

The landowner objection was based on the space not meeting with criteria, e.g. space designation is a blanket approach
to LGSD. However, following a review of the space in light of the objection we found that the space had met with criteria
and could remain proposed for designation, e.g. the justification for the presence of lynchets was supported by the
Councils Archaeology and Historic Environment Record Officer in 2015. Furthermore, all spaces have been assessed on
their own merit based on the justification put forward by the nominator and therefore not considered to be a blanket
approach to LGSD. The process of LGSD is set out in Document GS6 Local Green Space Background Paper and in
Document OS4 Local Green Space Topic Paper Section 2 covering the consultation process, including the contacting of
landowners. The Council considers it has consistency applied the criteria to all spaces.

LGSD437
(this site is
not,
however,
listed in
modified
Appendix 2
of the
PSPP)

The landowner objection to this space does not explain why the space does not meet the criteria. Therefore the space
remains proposed for designation.

LGSD1149

The landowner objection was based on the process and that the space did not meet with criteria, e.g. insufficient
justification offered in support of the space nomination. However, following a review of the space in light of the objection
we found that the space had met with criteria and could remain proposed for designation, e.g. sufficient justification had
been provided to meet criteria. The process of LGSD is set out in Document GS6 Local Green Space Background Paper
and in Document OS4 Local Green Space Topic Paper Section 2 covering the consultation process, including the
contacting of landowners. The Council considers it has consistency applied the criteria to all spaces.

LGSD1158

The landowner objection was based on general comments on the process of LGSD. The process of LGSD is set out in
Document GS6 Local Green Space Background Paper and in Document OS4 Local Green Space Topic Paper Section 2
covering the consultation process, including the contacting of landowners. The Council considers it has consistency
applied the criteria to all spaces.

Please note, we incorrectly recorded the space as being in Rangeworthy Parish in Document OS4. It is actually located in
Westerleigh Parish and is listed in Appendix 2 of the PSP Plan correctly.
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Appendix 2 - LGSD197 Suggested Modification to Space Boundary
Hatched area to be removed and considered via the new Local Plan
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Appendix 3 LGSD queries under Question 5d – Yate
Space
Code

Mapped additions following a meeting with Yate Town Council, 10th January 2017
The maps below provide details of the additions Yate Town Council referred in their formal Regulation 19 consultation
response, but did not provide a map of.
At present, no assessment of these additions has been undertaken and no affected landowner, including the council’s
Property Services team acting as landowner for the council, have been consulted on these additions. If the Inspector is
minded to include these areas through a main modification to the plan then these actions will need to be undertaken.
Separately, the council has also notified the Inspector of corrections that are needed to some Local Green Spaces. Where
relevant these have been noted on the Local Green Spaces maps included in Appendix 3 for ease of reference.

LGSD1191
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LGSD1192
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LGSD1193
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LGSD1194
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LGSD1197
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LGSD1199
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